URMC Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism

Diabetes Journal Club Agenda

Tuesday, April 30, 2019
4:30pm – 6:00pm (Gibbs Library, Room 3-6416)
Food/Drink available

ARTICLES: Primary/Secondary Presenters

1. Stress Testing Versus CT Angiography in Patients With Diabetes and Suspected
   Coronary Artery Disease

   JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY VOL. 73, NO. 8, 2019

   1°: Elsheikh / 2°: Miedlich

2. A Plant-Based Meal Increases Gastrointestinal Hormones and Satiety More Than an Energy-
   and Macronutrient-Matched Processed-Meat Meal in T2D, Obese, and Healthy Men: A
   Three-Group Randomized Crossover Study

   Nutrients 2019, 11, 157; doi:10.3390/nu11010157

   1°: Attia / 2°: Augustine

3. Mendelian Randomization Study of ACLY and Cardiovascular Disease

   1°: Azim / 2°: Hammes

Primary Reviewers present the background, aims, methods, and results of the paper as well as
a critique.
Secondary and other Reviewers present only a critique.